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Abstract Subjective assessment of Quality of Experience (QoE) is key to understanding user preferences with respect to multimedia fruition. As such, it is a necessary step to multimedia delivery optimization, since QoE needs to take into account
technology limitations as well as user satisfaction. The study of QoE appreciation
dates back to the twentieth century, when it exploded with the advent of CRT first
and LCD displays later. For a long time, this branch of research was targeted at
determining user sensitivity to impairments induced in the media by suboptimal delivery. The media recipient was considered a passive observer, whose appreciation of
the video material was determined primarily by the degree of annoyance due to the
impairments affecting it. With the advent of mobile technology and internet-based
media delivery, this impairment-centric concept of QoE has shown to be incomplete.
The media recipient became an active user who creates content, interacts with the
system and selects the media he/she wants to have delivered. As a result, elements
such as visual semantics, user personality, preferences and intent, social and environmental context of media fruition also concur to the final experience assessment.
The role played by these elements in QoE, and the cognitive/affective processes that
underlie them are still to be understood, although several models of QoE appreciaJudith Redi
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tion have already been proposed. In this paper, we review the evolution of subjective
QoE assessment and models from the impairment-centric approach to a more usercentric approach. We analyze relevant features and factors influencing QoE, and
point out future directions for subjective QoE assessment research.

1 Introduction
Billions of digital images and videos are produced, broadcasted, shared, and enjoyed
by users every day. Especially with the advent of internet-based image and video
delivery, the amount of multimedia content consumed every day has dramatically
increased [24], and will continue to grow in the foreseeable future. This enormous
amount of information needs to be handled (i.e., captured, stored, transmitted, retrieved and delivered) in a way that meets the end-users’ expectations. However,
technology still shows limitations, such as limited spatial, temporal and bit rate
resolution in displays, bandwidth and storage constraints introducing compression
related artifacts, or error-prone transmission channels resulting in network related
artifacts. As a result, multimedia material is often delivered affected by impairments
which disrupt the overall appearance of the visual content. Impairments provoke a
sense of dissatisfaction in the user [175, 129, 54], which, in turn, may decrease the
willingness to pay for/use the multimedia application, service, or device [161].
That’s why, in the last three decades, a lot of effort has been devoted to the development of technologies that can either prevent the appearance of impairments, or
repair for it when needed. Following initial attempts based on the quantification of
signal errors [53], it became soon clear that a better understanding of how humans
experience images and videos was necessary to properly optimize media delivery.
As a result, multimedia delivery optimization was researched from its early days
through collaboration between engineers and vision scientists. In fact, this community can be considered a pioneer in user-centered multimedia design and engineering
(for an accurate historical overview, see [21]). Within this effort, dedicated psychometric techniques were developed [3, 81, 40] and standardized [138, 73, 137, 82]
to support a reliable quantification of visual quality (i.e., the perceived overall degree of excellence of the image, [40]) from a subjective point of view. With these
techniques a large body of psychophysical data was collected to unveil the perceptual functions of the human visual system (HVS) that regulate the sensitivity to
impairments. The outcome of these experiments served as inspiration for designing
objective visual quality assessment metrics [105, 61], whose output would steer then
impairment concealment (i.e. image/video restoration) and technology tuning.
It is interesting to point out that the common, underlying assumption for those
studies is that having an understanding (possibly a model) of the perceptual processes that regulate impairment sensitivity suffices to predict the impairments’ annoyance. In practice, being able to measure impairment sensitivity is considered
to be substantially equivalent to predicting the overall quality of the viewing experience. This impairment-centric definition of visual quality (also referred to as
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perceptual quality in the following) has yielded remarkable results [105, 61]. Still,
large room for improvement exists [114, 144]. Furthermore, new imaging and media
technologies are challenging this impairment-centric notion of visual quality. Visual
media are nowadays consumed in more and more immersive contexts (e.g., 3DTV,
virtual and augmented reality) or in social, interactive and customizable contexts
(e.g., social media, video on demand, mobile). The judge of the visual experience
cannot be regarded as a mere passive observer anymore, but rather as an active user
interacting with the systems on the basis of specific expectations from them. In such
a scenario, impairment sensitivity cannot be expected to be the sole factor contributing to the final user satisfaction on viewing experience.
In fact, several models have been proposed during the last decade that attempted
at expanding the concept of visual quality to a more encompassing idea of Quality of
the (Viewing) Experience (QoE) [81, 144, 51, 128, 133, 149, 99]. In general, QoE
is defined as a multidimensional quantity, depending on a number of attributes or
features (i.e., quantifiable properties of the viewing experience, such as blockiness,
aesthetic appeal, subject uniqueness), which are not necessarily mutually independent. Of these features, only a subset addresses traditional impairment sensitivity
issues; others take into account rather cognitive and affective aspects of the experience. Attributes of the experience can be in turn influenced by external factors
(i.e., factors independent of the media visualization) such as context of usage, user
background, personality or task. Indeed, it has been recently shown that elements
such as context of fruition [79] or user affective state [180] have an impact on visual
quality appreciation, actually compensating in some cases for visual impairments.
For example, football fans were shown to be highly tolerant to low frame-rates, as
long as they were watching a football video [126].
Unfortunately, despite a working framework for QoE seems to be established,
neither agreement has been reached on a precise taxonomy of attributes and external factors, nor much knowledge has been developed on how these quantities are
interrelated. As a result, more subjective studies are needed to unveil interdependencies of QoE attributes and external factors, towards defining a precise model of
how these elements concur to the final QoE judgment. In addition, integration with
qualitative and quantitative user study techniques developed for other fields (e.g.,
human computer interaction) and including existing results from image psychology
[47] are needed to fully characterize visual experiences.
In the following, we review the steps that led, throughout the last few decades,
to the evolution of the concept of visual quality (typically, impairment-centric) into
that of Quality of Experience. We first summarize the research done to quantify visual quality and impairment acceptability in the fields of display, signal processing
and network optimization (Section 2). We then review in Section 3 the models that
over the years have attempted at extending the impairment-centric conception of
visual quality, finally converging into an operative definition of Quality of Experience, which takes into account also the influence of external factors on the final
user satisfaction. The existing knowledge on these factors and their impact on QoE
is summarized in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 outlines new trends in subjective
assessment of QoE, discussing in more detail QoE of immersive imaging technolo-
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gies (such as stereoscopic displays), unveiling the role of affective processes in QoE
judgments, and pointing out a methodological shift from lab-based to real-worldand crowd-based subjective experiments.

2 Subjective Assessment of Visual Quality
Within the past decades, visual impairments produced by technological limitations
(e.g., lossy compression, sub-optimal pixel size, unreliable network transmissions)
have been for long considered the principal cause of user dissatisfaction with multimedia systems; as a result, subjective assessment studies have mainly focused on
quantifying the annoyance of such impairments as a function of technology variables.
A framework that supported this research was Engeldrum’s Image Quality Circle
(IQC), depicted in Figure 1 [40]. Such framework aimed at providing an effective
methodology for linking experienced visual quality to the setting of technological
variables of a multimedia system. In the case of displays, technological variables
of interest were, for example, pixel size, colour filter thickness, driving voltages,
etc; when dealing with processing algorithms (e.g., compression or sharpness enhancement), such variables could be identified as the relevant parameters in these
algorithms; in the field of network optimization for video streaming, bandwidth
allocation was a main technological constraint. By varying the setting of technological variables, the eventual quality of the media delivery is affected. As a result,
a holy grail for the multimedia community was (and still is) to infer relationships
that, given a change in technological variables, accurately predict the experienced
quality of the delivered media. In introducing the IQC, Engeldrum [40] argued that
this problem was ill-posed: it aimed at linking a multi-dimensional description of
a system (through its technological variables) to a one-dimensional overall quality preference. This relationship is not unique to begin with, and unveiling it requires an almost endless trial-and-error approach (i.e., a subjective test for every
single change in a technological variable, which is costly and ineffective). Thus,
rather than directly modeling the relationship between the technological variables
and overall quality preferences, the IQC proposes a divide-and-conquer approach,
involving three intermediate steps: (1) linking overall image quality to the (often unconsciously weighted) combination of underlying perceived attributes of the image,
(2) linking each image attribute to the physical characteristics of the system output,
and (3) linking the physical description of the system output to the system technological variables. By defining these three intermediate relationships, simulation and
more accurate prediction of the effect that variations in technological variables have
on the eventual perceived visual quality are allowed, limiting the need for subjective
testing during system development.
Initially designed for display optimization, it is possible to adapt the IQC framework to the type of multimedia system under consideration (Figure 2). Although
rarely applied in practice, the IQC building blocks can be easily translated from a
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Fig. 1 Engeldrum’s Image Quality Circle

Fig. 2 Engeldrum’s Image Quality Circle adapted to different problem domains: display quality
assessment (a), signal processing algorithm optimization (b) and network parameter optimization
(c)

display context to a signal or network context. Indeed, also technological signal variables can be related to physical characteristics of the light output of the multimedia
system, resulting in partly different (e.g., compression artefacts such as blockiness
and ringing) and partly similar (e.g., blur and noise) perceptual attributes, yielding
an overall quality preference. Similarly, in a network context, physical media characteristics can be identified from technological Quality of Service parameters (e.g.,
packet-loss ratio or number of stalling events), which result in attributes (such as
jerkiness or perceived waiting time for the video to load/progress) that are weighted
towards an overall quality preference. In the following, we review the efforts done
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within the display, signal processing and networking communities to unveil relationships between technological variables, physical output characteristics, related
features or attributes and the eventual user preference in terms of visual quality.

2.1 Visual Quality Preference in Displays
The impact of display related artifacts on the experience of viewers has commonly
been associated with the concept of image quality, being a well-recognized concept to consumers [40], who considered it the key driver in selecting one device
over the competitor’s. The RaPID method first [9] and the IQC later constituted a
solid framework to improve display quality. When applied to displays, a few issues
needed to be addressed to make the IQC framework useful in practice: first of all,
relevant image quality attributes, i.e., specific perceptual characteristics of the image, needed to be defined; then, a strategy to combine these attributes in a single
overall quality measure needed to be determined.
With respect to the first issue, the RaPID method, more than the IQC model,
contributed to determining unambiguous descriptions for the image perceptual attributes. These descriptions arose from a two-step procedure. First, expert (trained)
viewers would discuss in team sessions which attributes characterized the image
quality for a given set of images, the meaning (appearance) of these attributes and a
meaningful way to quantify them. Naive viewers (a sample of standard customers)
were then requested to score the image quality of the same set of stimuli. The relation with image quality was then established by means of a multivariate analysis and
regression of the expert-defined attributes onto the overall quality scores. Applied to
spatial resolution scaling on LCD monitors, for example, this method revealed that
within this context image quality was a weighted sum of perceived blur, perceived
pixellation (i.e., the fact that blocks of pixels were visible on diagonal lines), aliasing
(geometrical deformations of spatially high frequency patterns), artifacts in letters
(i.e., missing parts in letters/text) and increased ringing visibility [171]. An alternative approach to establish the attributes, focusing particularly on naive viewers, was
described as the Interpretation Based Quality (IBQ) method [134]. This approach
combined qualitative (i.e., free image sorting and interviewing) and quantitative
(i.e., magnitude estimation) methodologies, and as such allowed establishing the
relationship between subjective preferences and the underlying features/attributes.
The method has especially added value in detecting content and context dependency
in high-quality images.
The second crucial issue is the combination of judgments of perceptual attributes
into a single image quality value. Historically, several attempts have been made at
creating a model of quality judgment based on assessment of image degradations
and impairments. Allnatt’s ”Law of Subjective Addition” [3] was the first major
achievement in this sense. This ”law” stated that impairment annoyance was inversely proportional to image quality and that distinct impairments added up when
they occurred simultaneously, to then linearly map into image quality. Minkowski
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metrics were later proved to be a better way of combining simultaneously occurring impairments into one overall impairment score [29, 30]. This relationship was
shown to hold also for extreme levels of impairment (i.e., such that the image content was almost unrecognizable) [193], as in the case of overlapping blur due to
low-pass filtering using a 2D separable binomial filter [120] and noisiness due to
normally-distributed spatial noise. Finally, in a refined version of the Minkowski
metrics accommodating an upper bound for impairment [30] it was shown that setting the exponent to approximately 2 yielded a good description of both quality
and impairment judgments. In other words, it was concluded that the accumulation
of perceptually distinguishable impairments could be described by a vector-sum
model. As a result, the Minkowski metric provided a valuable tool for combining
perceived display quality attributes into overall image quality [121, 41].
de Ridder et al. [149] pointed out later that, although successfully combining
annoyance of different artifacts into an overall quality score, Minkowski metrics
assumed image quality preference to be context and application independent. To
verify whether this assumption was correct, they suggested to consider image quality as an indicator of the degree to which an observer could exploit images, i.e.,
to regard images ”... not as signals but instead as carriers of information...” [74].
This information-processing oriented definition assessed the degree of identifiability (i.e., the naturalness constraint) and discriminability (i.e., usefulness constraint)
of the elements in the image. Fulfillment of both requirements would ensure high
quality of the image; nevertheless, the degree to which constraints were expected to
be fulfilled was highly content and task dependent [75]. In a series of experiments
aimed at establishing color rendering preference in images, Janssen et al. manipulated the color characteristics of natural images, and then asked a pool of observers
to judge their image quality [75, 33, 31]. Interestingly, image quality (Q) turned out
to be a weighted sum of perceived naturalness (N) and colorfulness (C), or
Q = w × N + (1 − w) ×C

(1)

where w is a weighting factor between zero and one. Moreover, it was observed
that, when varying color contrast, participants showed a clear preference for more
colorful, yet slightly unnatural images. Similar observations were made in a later
study for the perceived quality of stereoscopic images where, under certain conditions, the quality of depth was found to be a weighted sum of naturalness of depth
and perceived strength of depth [71, 72].
The implications of the findings above were that (1) image quality is typically
judged based on a comparison of the experienced quality to an internal ’reference’
image, and that (2) this internal reference is not necessarily the most realistic one
(i.e., a high fidelity reproduction of reality) but is rather influenced by other factors such as memory, content and context of usage. These conclusions were later
integrated in the so-called FUN model [149, 39]. In essence, this model assumes the
existence of three major constraints determining image quality: Fidelity (i.e., degree
of apparent match with an external reference, e.g., an original), Usefulness (i.e., degree of visibility of details) and Naturalness (i.e., degree of apparent match with
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an internal reference, e.g., memory colors). Overall image quality is then modeled
as a weighted sum of the three constraints whereby the weighting depends on task,
context, image content etc. In fact, different people, different types of images and
different tasks may require different combinations of these weights, which implies
that there is no single standard criterion for image quality, nor absolute perceptual
preferences. It is interesting to note that this conclusion fits remarkably well with
the ideas behind the so-called interface theory of human perception [88, 63], which
states that perception is not about accurately reconstructing the physical world, but
about constructing the properties and categories of an organism’s perceptual world.
Hoffman [63] argues that these perceptual structures are not intended to accurately
match the physical world but, instead, are fast, intention-driven explorations of the
meaningless physical world in preparation of ”optically guided potential behavior”,
thus striving for utility and efficiency, not veridicality.

2.2 Visual Quality Preference of Processed Signals
The signal processing community evolved in many aspects rather distinct from the
display community, and until recently its researchers largely focused on a signal fidelity approach. The goal of this branch of subjective studies was to understand the
impact on perceived quality of a specific type of processing algorithm (e.g. compression, scaling, de-noising and so on) towards identifying the optimized setting of
the algorithm’s parameters to produce the best visual quality.
In 1987, Watson [179] made an important distinction between perceptually lossless and perceptually lossy image coding, thus acknowledging the relevance of understanding and modelling the impact of coding artifacts on perceived image quality.
Research into image integrity [145] or artifactual quality [81] referring to the relation between coding artifacts and quality preference, became an important focus
of the image and video processing community (for a thorough overview, see [21]).
The approach consisted of incorporating models of low-level features of the human
visual system (HVS) into image quality metrics. Subjective studies were therefore
aimed at generating ground-truth data, and with that determining which HVS mechanisms were triggered by the appearance of impairments, leading to the identification and modeling of e.g. contrast [160, 60, 8] and luminance masking mechanisms [127, 106], spatial pooling strategies [178], and image structure perception
[177, 48]. Temporal and movement effects on artifact visibility have also been studied [122, 164]. Furthermore, initial attempts to understand the perceptual impact of
overlapping video signal impairments (i.e., co-presence of e.g., blur, blockiness and
noise) were carried out by Farias et al. [45], concluding Minkowski metrics were a
powerful modeling tool in this context, as already proven for displays [44].
The large body of work done on artifact visibility estimation was inspired by the
idea that the HVS remained constant over time [21], i.e., despite personal preferences, our visual processing strategies have barely evolved over the course of human
history, thus it should be possible to model them in a meaningful and objective way
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(that is, independent of individual subject differences) such that HVS-based models
could accurately predict and describe image quality. Interestingly, this soon turned
out to be not true, even at threshold level. In an experiment on visibility of compression artifacts [182] it was shown that non-expert observers were less sensitive
to compression-related artifacts (i.e., blockiness, blur and quantization noise) than
trained observers with detailed knowledge of the algorithm employed. Even more
interestingly, it was shown that subjects who actually developed the algorithm were
very sensitive to artifact visibility only in the images that were used within the algorithm design and test phases. Apparently, the well-informed experts knew exactly
where to look for the impairments, a finding that cannot be accommodated by most
of the low-level HVS-based models.
An initial attempt at studying the role of higher-level HVS features in signal impairment annoyance and related quality appreciation targeted visual attention mechanisms [42, 143]. When observing a scene, the human eye optimizes the information
acquisition by focusing on specific, meaningful areas of the scene, and neglecting
poorly informative areas [35]. As a consequence, it was hypothesized that signal
impairments located in the visually attractive areas of an image were more likely
to be noticed during the visual experience, resulting in a more negative judgment
of visual quality (or higher annoyance). Evidence of this has been provided for e.g.
blocking artifacts in images [2]. As a consequence, the interplay between visual attention and visual quality assessment mechanisms was thoroughly studied. Research
showed that the visual quality assessment task had a significant impact on visual attention deployment [123], which was also found to be the case for image aesthetic
appeal assessment [145]. These findings stressed the importance of having control,
task-free eye-tracking recordings to fairly evaluate the impact of signal impairment
appearance on visual attention, and the impact of visual attention on the eventual
quality judgment. Several eye-tracking studies reported information in this sense,
yet without a clear consensus. In the work by Vuori and others [174] the quality of
the judged image was shown to have an impact on the saccades’ duration. In [35]
the authors showed that saliency maps of pristine images obtained from free-looking
eye-tracking data were poorly correlated to the maps derived from the image quality scoring of slightly impaired versions of the same images. This correlation was
shown to increase with the amount of impairment visible in the images, and to be
independent on the type of signal impairment. Vu et al. [173] identified instead an
effect of the type of signal impairment (i.e., blur, compression or noise) on the location of the fixations while scoring, though without quantifying it. As far as videos
are concerned, Le Meur et al. [100] found that the quality evaluation task had a more
limited impact in the video domain than in the image domain. Later, though, Mantel
et al. [111] showed that the strength of signal impairments had an impact on the
dispersion of the fixations (i.e., increasing with decreasing video quality) and was
positively correlated with the duration of the fixations [111].
Despite the diversity of the abovementioned results, the study of visual attention
in relation to signal impairment annoyance enabled the design of a wide range of
image and video quality metrics, enhanced with either saliency or visual importance
data (for a complete overview, see [42]). The added value of incorporating such
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information in quality metrics was clearly shown for images [107, 142], whereas it
was found to be less relevant for video [42]. Furthermore, this activity produced an
abundance of subjective data, most of which have been made publicly available for
further research [184]. These data may be precious in further understanding the role
of high-level HVS mechanisms in viewing experience appreciation.

2.3 Subjective Assessment of Network-Related Impairments.
Nowadays quality of the (broadband) broadcasted or stored video content and of the
displays used for their rendering is in most circumstances of such a high level that
naive consumers hardly see improvements. The latter, however, is not yet true for
multimedia content distributed over (mobile) IP networks. Bandwidth limitations,
along with network unreliability (i.e., the possibility of losing parts of the streamed
signal/packets) can cause impairments during visualization of the image/video, including frame freezes, deformations of the spatial and temporal structure of the
content, and long stalling times.
Rather than based on subjective assessment of visual quality, network parameters have been for long optimized towards keeping an acceptable Quality of Service (QoS), by taking into account parameters such as packet loss ratio, delay, jitter
and available bandwidth [153], as well as video QoS parameters, such as buffering
time and buffer ratio [5]. Lately, researchers have been aiming at correlating the
QoS parameters to Quality of Experience (QoE) measurements (typically, identified
once again with visual quality subjective ratings [138]) by using fitting functions
[49, 158, 84]. In general, low QoS performance leads to low QoE [70]. For example, it has been shown that the buffer ratio (i.e., the fraction of time spent in buffering
over the total session time, including playing plus buffering) consistently had a high
impact on user QoE [37]. Reduced buffering times resulted in higher user satisfaction. Similar conclusions were found for other QoS parameters, such as the join time
in multicast video delivery, the buffering duration, the rate of buffering events, the
average bit-rate and the packet loss rate [70, 113].
In general, QoS metrics succeed in estimating QoE from a network efficiency
point of view, but they do not necessarily reflect the overall viewing experience.
In fact, QoS parameters fail in capturing all subjective aspects associated with the
viewing experience [34, 131]. Note that typically QoS parameters are computed
based on the encoded bit-stream, whereas no pixel information is analyzed; therefore, the impact of signal impairments such as blockiness and blur (see Section 2.2)
is not taken into account in these approaches. In the case of packet loss, for example,
it was found that the same packet loss ratio yielded more or less annoyance depending on the video encoding and video content [162]. The loss of bit-stream packets
indeed can result in specific, spatiotemporal visual impairments, due to the poor
concealment of the lost packet at the bit-stream decoder side. This type of impairments is more or less noticeable depending on the amount of movement in the video
and can be annoying [140, 162] even more so when in combination with strong
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compression artifacts [80]. Furthermore, when studied in conjunction with visual
attention, packet loss artifacts have been shown to be more annoying when located
in visually important regions of the image [43], and to have a high potential for
becoming salient, then altering the natural visual attention deployment [140]. Quite
interestingly, the entity of this alteration has been shown to be negatively correlated
with the perceived visual quality of the video [140].

3 From Visual Quality to Quality of (Viewing) Experience
As pointed out in Section 2, subjective studies from different communities (displays,
signal processing and networking) converged eventually towards a similar conclusion: quantifying impairment sensitivity, even by means of accurate HVS models,
is necessary yet not sufficient to quantify the overall quality of the viewing experience. In fact, a few models have been proposed throughout the last decade to extend
the impairment-centric notion of visual quality to a broader, more representative
concept of quality of the viewing experience.
Keelan [81] defined visual quality as a multidimensional quantity evolving along
a number of visual attributes, comparable to Engeldrum’s IQC attributes. Keelan
distinguished four different families of attributes: artifactual (e.g., blockiness and
blurriness), preferential (e.g., brightness and contrast), aesthetic (e.g. symmetry or
harmony [46]) and personal (e.g., user emotional connection and engagement with
the visual content [90, 180]). Of those, the first two were highly related to perceptual
quality, whereas the latter two would contribute to the visual quality assessment by
taking into account more implicit experiences of the viewer [110]. Because of this,
aesthetic and personal attributes were considered ”too subjective” and ”unlikely to
yield to an objective description” of an image, leading Keelan to the conclusion
that their quantification would be ”too cumbersome and expensive to use for routine
image quality research” ([81], p. 6). As a result, Keelan privileged the investigation of artifactual and preferential attributes, leaving unexplained the contribution
of personal and aesthetic attributes to the overall visual quality.
Ghinea and Thomas also attempted at reaching a more encompassing definition
of visual quality by proposing the concept of Quality of Perception (QoP) [51]. Their
reasoning started from the assumption that multimedia are primarily consumed for
infotainment; therefore, viewing experience has a twofold purpose: that of transferring information to the user, and that of granting a sufficiently high level of satisfaction in terms of entertainment. To properly optimize viewing experience, then, both
(1) the level of Information Assimilation (QoP-IA) and (2) the overall user satisfaction with respect to the media presentation (QoP-S) should be taken into account.
QoP-IA represents the level of the user’s understanding of the media content. It is
typically measured as the performance (in terms of number of correct responses) on
a questionnaire about the (semantic) content of the viewed media. QoP-S depends
instead on two elements. The subjective Level of Quality (QoP-LoQ) measures the
perceptual impact of losses on visual quality (e.g., due to the appearance of impair-
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ments), independent of the media content. The Level of Enjoyment (QoP-LoE) measures instead the overall enjoyability of the media presentation, taking into account
also cognitive and affective aspects of the visual experience, such as watchability,
ease of understanding and level of interest in the subject matter. Throughout multiple studies [105, 57, 58] it was found that low QoP-LoQ did not impact the level of
information assimilation (i.e., despite the presence of impairment, users could still
fully understand the content of the media) and had limited impact on the level of
enjoyment (QoP-LoE), indicating that other elements compensated for artifact appearance in viewing experience. Unfortunately, up to date, there is little known and
studied on these elements that compensate for artifact visibility in overall viewing
experience: it is not known yet which are these elements and how they contribute to
the eventual experience appreciation.
From a different perspective, Pereira [128] proposed a three-level model for visual experience appreciation. In Pereira’s model, visual experience is first evaluated
at the sensorial level, which responds to the purely physical properties of the media
(i.e., comparable to the IQC physical image characteristics and to some extent to
Keelan’s artifactual and preferential attributes). This level of evaluation contributes
therefore to the first perceptual quality impression (a concept similar to QoP-LoQ
[51]). Next, the viewing experience is evaluated at the ”perceptual” level. Here,
the media content and the potential for creating knowledge out of it are assessed
(with similarities to QoP-IA in [51]). Note that the word ”perceptual” here entails
also cognitive processes such as content recognition and interpretation, and is not
to be confused with the classic notion of perceptual quality, which in this framework is addressed at the sensorial level. Finally, the viewing experience is assessed
at the emotional level, where the way in which the media impacts the user’s affective state is evaluated. Pereira suggests that viewing experience appreciation results
from a linear combination of a quantification of these three aspects; however, he did
not provide an empirical validation of this hypothesis. Pereira’s model was further
extended in [133] to assess augmented reality experiences. The extended model accounted also for implicit experiences of the user (such as cultural background), and
the context and goal of the viewing experience. As a result, on top of the three levels in the model of Pereira [128], the authors of [133] suggest to take into account
both usability of the multimedia system and ethnographical assessment to obtain an
accurate measure of the quality of the augmented reality experience.
The FUN model of de Ridder and Endrikhovski [149], already mentioned in
Section 2, can also be considered a milestone in the road that took visual quality to
evolve into Quality of Experience. The model is the first to introduce the concept
of finality of usage of media (and user motivation for having the viewing experience), and to suggest that viewing experience cannot be quantified without taking
this concept into account. The quality of a viewing experience, indeed, should depend on the degree to which the visual information can be successfully exploited by
the user towards his/her goal. This in turn is quantified in terms of the fulfillment
of the Fidelity, Usefulness and Naturalness criteria already described in Section 2.2.
Whereas the Fidelity criterion can be to a large extent equated to the assessment of
impairment sensitivity, the Usefulness and Naturalness criteria introduce two rather
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new concepts in QoE evaluation. The Usefulness constraint indicates the maximum
discriminability of perceived items in the image (or video); thus, the degree to which
this criterion should be fulfilled is highly application and task-dependent, as for example, the fulfillment threshold for Usefulness of a consumer display is different
from that of a microscope. The Naturalness constraint refers instead to the fidelity
of the media to what the authors call an ”internal-reference,” or an internal representation of how the media ”should look like”. Here, previous (quality) experiences
and expectations come into play. Thus, the fulfillment threshold for Naturalness is
intrinsically user-dependent. The paradigm shift in this model lays in the fact that
constraints are not anymore assumed to be universal, but rather application and user
dependent. Hence, factors external to the viewing experience (i.e., not directly related to vision), have an impact on its appreciation, and should be studied in relation
to it.
This idea has been recently picked up by the Qualinet consortium, which has
proposed a rather encompassing model for Quality of multimedia Experience [99].
Note that the experience here is not limited to vision, but is multisensory, thus it is
not necessarily related to imaging systems only. In fact, the Qualinet model combines elements of all models described above: to begin with, QoE is described as a
multidimensional quality, that can be decomposed in a set of perceptual attributes
called features. QoE features are defined as ”perceivable, recognized and namable
characteristics of the individual’s experience of a [multimedia] service which contributes to its quality” and can be classified into four categories: features at the level
of perception, at the level of interaction, at the level of usage and at the level of
service. The features at the perceptual level entail experience characteristics that
can be evaluated from immediate perception (e.g., blockiness, blurriness, brightness
and contrast). The features at the interaction level account for human-technology
interaction aspects of the experience (e.g., responsiveness and communication efficiency between the user and the multimedia system). Features at the level of usage
assess the accessibility and the stability of the service during usage. Finally, the
long term characteristics of the service beyond the single instance of usage, such
as ergonomics, usability, and ease of use, are accounted for by the level of service,
similarly to what was suggested in [133]. All these features are assumed not to be
independent. Features appreciation is in turn mediated by a set of interrelated quantities called Influence Factors (IF). Influence Factors are defined as ”characteristics
of a user, system, service, application, or context whose actual state or setting may
have influence on the Quality of Experience for the user”. As such, they pre-exist the
fruition of the media; nevertheless, they condition the final user satisfaction. IFs can
be grouped into three categories, depending on whether they represent properties of
the user, of the system (or application or service) or of the context of usage. User
IFs entail characteristics of the user such as demographics, personality or emotional
state, and can condition both the appreciation of technical quality (thus modulating
the features of the level of perception) and that of the overall experience, also impacting on the interpretation and understanding of the media content. System IFs
are those properties of the multimedia system/service that are responsible for the
resulting technical quality: media encoding configuration, network parameters, dis-
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play functions, etc.. Finally, context IFs encompass all situational properties of the
environment in which the experience takes place. Examples of context IFs are location and space, time of the day, task and social context. For a detailed overview of
known influencing factors of QoE, see Section 4.
Similarly to the FUN model [149], the Qualinet model [99] also assumes the
existence of an internal ’reference’ experience to which the real one is compared.
All QoE features have an internal reference value that is modulated by IFs; the extent to which the features of the current experience match the reference ones builds
the eventual user satisfaction. Although mapping the interactions of (reference and
current) QoE features and influence factors is still beyond reach, a simplified representation of the model is attempted in Figure 3. In this figure, the model is visualized
as a network of computing units that modulate the assessment of the difference between the reference and current (i.e., ”quality”) feature values. Influencing factors
not only determine the value of the ”quality” (experienced) features, but also modulate the importance that the difference between their value and that of the internal
reference has on the final quality judgment (fusion module). To draw a parallel with
the models reviewed so far, we can consider the level of perception similar to the artifactual attributes in [81], the QoP-LoQ in [51] and the Fidelity dimension in [149];
they all consider the impact of system IFs on perceptual features (green unit in the
figure). The emotional level of [128] could result from the impact of Human and
Context IFs on the level of perception and the level of service features. Finally, the
Usefulness dimension in [149] could be intended as the result of context IFs on the
level of perception features. Some of these interactions are further explored in Section 4, but we first want to clarify an operative definition of Quality of Experience
that we will adopt throughout the rest of this chapter.

3.1 Definition of Quality of Experience
The concept of Quality of Experience (QoE) arose from the field of Telecommunication Engineering. In the past decades, the effectiveness of communication services
was linked to the notion of Quality of Service (QoS), which is defined as the ”totality of characteristics of a telecommunication service that bears on its ability to
satisfy stated and implied needs of the user of the service” [139]. QoS is mainly operationalized in terms of system and network performance-related measures (e.g.,
packet loss ratio, jitter or delay). However, with the booming of online multimedia
services, the notion of QoS has started showing its limitations, and was found to be
poorly correlated to user satisfaction. As a result, the QoE concept emerged, and
was initially defined by ITU [167] as ”the overall acceptability of an application or
service, as perceived subjectively by an end-user”. This definition suggests that the
scope of QoE has shifted from a rather narrow perspective of telecommunication
systems to a broader perspective of multimedia services. Furthermore, this definition not only takes the complete end-to-end system in consideration to define QoE,
but also includes the user’s expectations and his/her context. Recently, the Qua-
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the Qualinet model for Quality of Experience [99, 144], fully
connected into a network for the final QoE prediction. The green computing unit covers the influence of system factors (technology variables [81]) on the features of the level of perception; most
research in the QoE domain has been focusing so far on this specific facet of QoE.

linet White Paper [99] proposed a more explicit definition of Quality of Experience:
”Quality of Experience (QoE) is the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an
application or service. It results from the fulfillment of his or her expectations with
respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of the application or service in the light of
the user’s personality and current state”. This second definition explicitly refers to
the concepts of ”personality”, entailing long-term traits of the user such as feelings,
thinking attitude and behavior (as per [130]), as well as user ”current state”, i.e., the
punctual set of feelings, thoughts and behavior contextual to the viewing experience
[99]. Note that the current state is both an influencing factor of QoE and a consequence of the experience. Although both definitions describe a similar phenomenon,
the definition given by Qualinet seems to be more complete than the one of ITU-T.
In the ITU-T definition, QoE is related to acceptability in terms of the ”characteristic of a service describing how readily a person will use the service”. The Qualinet
definition, instead, emphasizes that human factors, such as personality and current
state, may significantly influence QoE. Given the evidence of the importance of such
factors in properly estimating user satisfaction and QoE (which will be documented
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in Section 4 of this paper), we adopt the Qualinet definition as operational definition
of QoE in the remainder of this chapter. Along with this operative definition, it is
worth mentioning a few other concepts that closely relate to QoE. The term engagement, for example, often refers to positive aspects of user experience. Attfield [6]
gives a definition of engagement as ”a quality of the user experience that emphasizes the positive aspects of interaction - in particular the fact of being captivated by
a resource”. In prior research, engagement was described as the experience of a user
who highly focused on the video and was affectively involved with it [153]. Studies
showed that engagement played a crucial role in determining user satisfaction [37].
As a result, in Section 4 we also refer to literature on engagement with multimedia
content to complement the knowledge existing on factors influencing QoE. Finally,
it is interesting to relate QoE to the concept of endurability. The term endurability
has been used to describe the consequence of a satisfactory experience, and specifically the likelihood of remembering it and the willingness to repeat it or recommend
it [124]. Read et al. [136] studied endurability in children’s satisfaction with tourist
attractions. They organized a group of 45 children going on a school trip to a themed
tourist attraction, where they could engage in nine activities. Children scored each
activity before and after performing it, and ticked ”yes, maybe, no” in response to
the question ”Would you like to do it again?”. A week after the task, children were
asked to recall the separate activities that had made up the event. They were also
asked to name the activity that they had liked the best. The results showed that 81%
of the children recalled the activity that they had previously identified as worth repeating. This suggests that high QoE leads to endurability [124]: people remember
enjoyable, useful, engaging experiences and want to repeat them.

4 Influencing Factors of Quality of Experience
As introduced in Section 3, Quality of Experience is a multifaceted quality, resulting
from the interaction of multiple influencing factors. Besides factors that have been
proven to influence QoE in the context of video, we also review elements of the
experience found to be relevant in other research fields (e.g., psychology of gaming
experience). It is important to remark that most of these factors are not independent.
They may interact with each other, and as such, influence QoE in a complex way (see
also Figure 3). Following the model proposed in [99], the factors are arranged into
three categories (shown in 1), namely System factors, User factors and Contextual
factors. Each group of factors is described in more detail in the remainder of this
section.
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Table 1 Factors influencing QoE discussed in this chapter
System factors (4.1)
Devices [153, 86, 85, 87]

User factors (4.2)
Contextual factors (4.3)
Interest [110, 124, 90, 126, Physical
environment
159, 67, 104]
[161, 183]
Signal and network variables Personality [180, 26]
Economic conditions [14, 83,
[175, 194, 56, 1, 103]
190]
Age/gender [185, 118, 13, 117, Social motivation [124, 151,
69, 12]
50, 91, 101, 115, 108, 23, 25,
125, 150, 10, 16, 18, 64]
Affect/mood [124, 180]

4.1 System factors
System factors are to a large extent comparable to Engeldrum’s technological variables, and include all those characteristics of the system (or application or service)
that contribute to determine the ”technically produced quality” [78] of the eventual
media presentation. As such, they also determine the presence of impairments in it.
In the most general formulation, system factors can address characteristics of the
device on which a video is viewed (e.g., a mobile phone, PC, tablet or television),
of the technological signal variables (i.e., the video format or parameters in signal processing algorithms) and of the network configuration (i.e., the so-called QoS
parameters). Each of these contributions to QoE is discussed here in some detail
(although not fully encompassing all the existing literature).

Devices
Nowadays, users watch videos through a diversity of devices. Studies showed that
user acceptability of video quality varied with the type of device used to watch the
video [86, 85, 87]. For example, See-To et al. [153] showed that user’s QoE of the
same video was significantly different on a desktop than on a mobile device. User
expectations for mobile device performance were lower than for desktop performance, and as a consequence, a higher QoE for a video with the same amount of
introduced impairments was found on the mobile device than on the desktop. In
more general terms, the impact of display technology variables on image and video
quality was investigated thoroughly during the last decades, at least with respect to
artifactual quality [81, 40]. Pixel size and arrangement, static and dynamic contrast,
white point and color gamut, motion blur and other motion artifacts, response characteristics and flicker, and finally viewing angle range are all elements known to
highly impact perceived image quality [19, 93, 165]. The extension from artifactual
quality to quality of experience is only limitedly addressed for device optimization.
In 3D displays, stereoscopic depth has been shown to increase the appreciation for
the viewing experience (see Sec.5.1) but at the same time, disparity may generate
visual discomfort [94]. McCarthy et al. [112] reported that a decrease of display
resolution yielded user dissatisfaction.
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Signal and network variables
Functional characteristics of video streaming (e.g., frame rate, resolution and encoding) directly influence users’ QoE [194], as also already discussed in Section 2.3.
Gulliver et al. [56] conducted a subjective experiment to investigate the impact of
different multimedia frame rates on the user’s (impairment-centric) visual quality.
Participants were asked to view video clips at different frame rates, and to answer for
each clip some questions evaluating whether the participants understood the video
content, and to give per clip an overall quality score and a score for the level of
enjoyment. The results showed that the assimilation of video information was not
significantly affected by frame rate, but the user’s perceived visual quality and enjoyment were. In other words, higher frame rates improve overall user enjoyment
and quality perception. Similar aspects have been investigated within the context of
Scalable Video Coding (SVC). The SVC specification of the H.264 coding scheme
[1] adapts the video stream along the temporal, spatial and Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) dimensions to obtain an optimal trade-off between frame-rate, spatial resolution and (spatial) impairment visibility. For a given spatial resolution, the optimal
trade-off between temporal and SNR quantization is known to depend, among other
factors, on motion [175]. For fast motion videos, a decrease in SNR is preferred over
a loss in smoothness resulting from low frame-rates. For static videos, the opposite
happens. The trade-off between spatial resolution and frame-rate has instead been
shown to depend on the video bitrate, with a preference for large spatial resolution
at low bitrates (<800 kbps) [103].

4.2 User factors
A user factor is defined as ”any variant and invariant characteristic of a human user”
that influences the viewing experience, such as demographic, personality, or interest
related characteristics [99]. User factors determine for a large part the user ”current
state” mentioned in the QoE definition reported in Section 3. These factors were
largely overlooked for a long time, because they were judged too difficult to quantify
in both a subjective and objective way [81]. Nonetheless, lately researchers have
started investigating them more systematically, also thanks to the large amount of
personal data made available by the users themselves in Social Media. We review in
the following some of the main findings with respect to the influence of user factors
to QoE.

Interest
In psychology literature, interest has been considered as an emotion. Silvia [159]
suggested that interest comes from two appraisals: novelty and coping potential.
Novelty is the tendency to seek elements that are new, or unusual in one’s en-
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vironment, and evoke in the user a sense of curiosity. Huang et al. [67] showed
that incorporating novel elements into a website attracted curious users and brought
out enjoyable experiences. Coping potential is the ability to understand unfamiliar,
complex objects, and as such is strongly user-dependent [159]. In the field of aesthetic appreciation of art, it has been shown for example that abstract, unfamiliar
works of art were poorly appreciated by the average user [104]; nevertheless, the
stronger the background art knowledge of the user, the higher the aesthetic appreciation would get [110]. O’Brien [124] indicated that QoE was often triggered when
something resonated with a user’s interest. Kortum & Sullivan [90] employed a total of 100 participants and 180 movie clips encoded at nine compression levels from
550kbps up to DVD quality. After viewing the clips, participants were asked to rate
the (impairment-related) visual quality and desirability of the movie content. The results showed a general increase in quality rating as the desire for content increased,
at a given bitrate. Thus, personal interest in the video significantly influenced user
judgments [90]. Palhais et al. [126] used videos of sport events, encoded in four
different bitrate/resolution combinations. Participants chose three sports that they
were more interested in and three sports that they liked less. Then they watched all
videos and rated the (impairment-related) visual quality at the end of each video.
The results demonstrated that the interest level had a strong influence on the subjective assessment of the visual quality: users tended to value a video with the same
bitrate as higher in QoE when they were more interested in the content of the video.

Personality
Personality is ”the particular combination of emotional, attitudinal, and behavioral
response patterns of an individual”. One of the effective ways to determine personality is the five-factor model (FFM) [26] or ”Big Five”, consisting of the dimensions openness (i.e., degree of intellectual curiosity and creativity), conscientiousness (i.e., tendency to show self-discipline), extraversion (i.e., the level of orientation towards other people), agreeableness (i.e., the tendency to be compassionate
and cooperative) and neuroticism (i.e., the tendency to experience unpleasant emotions easily). Wechsung et al. [180] conducted an experiment asking 33 participants
to perform a series of tasks (such as play, pause and stop) in front of an IP-TV. The
results showed that the personality of participants influenced their performance. For
example, neuroticism was negatively correlated with performance, while agreeableness enhanced it. In contrast, the results also indicated no correlation of personality
with impairment annoyance.

Age/Gender
Evidence exists that age influences QoE. Wolters et al. [185] found older adults to be
more critical than younger users, which may suggest that elderly people have higher
requirements for QoE. However, Naumann et al. [118] observed the opposite: they
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found that older users tended to rate the (impairment-centric) visual quality more
positively than younger users. As far as gender is concerned, little has been done to
investigate its effect on QoE appreciation. Males and females are known to react differently to emotional pictures [13] and to have different perception of olfactory and
visual media synchronization [117]. As a consequence, it is reasonable to expect that
optimal QoE settings may depend on gender too. An initial evidence in this sense
can be found in [69]: within the context of 3D audio telephony and teleconferencing
services, it was found that males and females have different preferences, in terms
of experienced QoE, with respect to the size of the room where the teleconference
is held. Closer to the field of image quality Campanella Bracken [12] showed that
women viewing a video clip on either an HDTV or a (at that time) more standard
resolution NTSC TV reported more perceived realism than men, which may imply
that women evaluate at least part of the television content as more real than men.

Affect/Mood
During the interaction with online (video) services users may experience positive or
negative affective states (or moods). The interaction itself may induce such a state,
but it is also possible that people are already in a particular affective state, such that it
may impact the way they experience the interaction with the video service. Positive
affective states relate to enjoyment, satisfaction, and fun. For example, a lack of fun
can act as a barrier to shop online or enjoyment during a webcast can draw the user
in [124]. Negative affective states, such as frustration, anxiety, and boredom, may
lead to low QoE. For example, participants that feel frustration towards a technology
report lower QoE ratings [180].

4.3 Contextual factors
Contextual factors describe all aspects of the environment within which the user
consumes the media, e.g., physical location, economical aspects or social context.
The following are considered prominent contextual factors for QoE evaluation.

Physical environment
Many aspects of the physical environment may affect QoE; these aspects may range
from characteristics of the seating position (e.g., viewing distance and viewing
height) to disturbances that occur in the environment a viewer is in. Viewing distance is a balancing act between two aspects: a shorter viewing distance increases
the field of view, and makes the viewer more involved with the content, but may
make impairment better visible as well [183]. Staelens et al. [161] investigated subjective quality under viewing conditions, in which television is typically watched.
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The results showed that the interruption of phone calls and SMS alerts could prevent
a person from getting engaged into a video, which would result in low QoE.

Economic aspects
The economic aspects relate to key concepts of marketing, such as the product and
brand strategy, the pricing strategy, the positioning of the product in the market,
and the market segmentation and identification of target groups [14]. These aspects
are closely related to the notion of Quality of Customer Experience, introduced by
Kilkki [83][123]. He indicated that the economic aspects of a product or service,
such as price and brand, can have a high impact on QoE, also due to customer loyalty
(think about, e.g., Apple). According to [190], there is a positive correlation between
the willingness to pay for a multimedia product/service and the (impairment-centric)
visual quality of the video offered to the user. The study clearly showed that users
were inclined to pay less if they were offered a video with a lower visual quality.
When users felt they were overpaying for their service with regard to the quality
they experienced, they reacted in different ways, all eventually leading to a decrease
in revenues for the operator of those services.

Social context
Social context refers to the fact that a user is affected by the interaction with a group
of other people [151], being family, friends or even strangers. In the past, many
studies have reported the social impact of traditional TV watching [50, 91, 101].
Co-located co-viewing is a rather common way of consuming the more traditional
media, such as TV programs [115], having great potential as a social activity and
conversational topic [108]. Co-viewing when enjoying each other’s company can
increase user’s overall satisfaction [115]. Recently, a concept of social TV - as implemented in ”Amigo TV” - has emerged: it provides multiple viewers with a joint
TV watching experience by adding communication features via audio conferencing,
graphic symbols, and avatars [23, 25]. User studies of social TV have confirmed the
high acceptance of such technology, because it allows users to communicate with
friends even when they are not physically co-located [125, 150]. Far less is known
about the impact on QoE of a newer concept of social context, namely the one arising from recommendations and opinions (e.g., Facebook ”likes”) of friends and/or
strangers. Watching online videos is not so often done by multiple people sitting
together, nonetheless, a sort of social influence (or pressure) may manifest itself
through the opinions of peers or friends gathered via e.g., social networks. Having
input from peers or friends is indeed already very common on shopping websites or
in gaming communities. For example, O’Brien [124] noted that in one of his studies an interviewed person mentioned reading book reviews from ”certain reviewers
that I know I can trust that have similar taste to me” [124]. In other words, this interviewed person created his own social context to support him in deciding which
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books to read. In the gaming industry, social interaction is explicitly designed in
the game. Lively virtual societies are built around multiplayer online games (e.g.,
World of Warcraft), and these games are highly successful [10, 16]. Several studies
even claimed that digital games also can increase social interaction in gamers’ real
life (e.g., they talk to friends about the game strategy) [18]. Either playing games
together or watching others play a game can bring enjoyment to gamers [64]. Although very little has been studied so far, all these studies point towards the impression that social context may strongly impact Quality of Experience.

5 Beyond visual quality: new trends in subjective QoE
Assessment
Despite the body of work on influencing factors of QoE described in Section 4,
it is clear that unveiling a reliable model of user QoE preference is still beyond
reach. The profound transformation that media consumption underwent in the last
decade opens countless questions and applications in which influencing factors and
features of the viewing experience still have to be determined. In facing this major
challenge, subjective assessments represent the core instrument to learn more about
the interplay between perceptual, cognitive and affective mechanisms that underlie
the appreciation of viewing experience. Nevertheless, subjective QoE assessment
methodologies need now to be integrated with knowledge developed from traditionally very different fields (e.g., human computer interaction, affective computing,
behavioral psychology, but also media production, computer graphics, and lighting
design) to overcome the traditional impairment sensitivity paradigm. We identify
three major directions in which the subjective QoE assessment community should
seek for the paradigm shift: the technological one, the psychological one, and the
methodological one.

5.1 Beyond the traditional screen technology: QoE of immersive
viewing experience.
Imaging technologies are evolving quickly. In recent years, new display technologies have been developed that provide a more immersive viewing experience by
enhancing specific experience features. High Dynamic Range (HDR) displays, for
example, magnify perceived contrast by means of different backlight technologies
and the usage of a larger number of bits to represent luminance information [4, 154].
Similarly, stereoscopic and autostereoscopic displays (3D) enhance perceived depth
[137, 119], and upcoming 4k and 8k devices display images at a ultra-high resolution [17]. These features come with an undoubted added value for the viewing
experience. Nevertheless, to ensure the full enjoyment of the enhanced experience,
immersive technologies need optimization both at a display and at a signal level.
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In the case of HDR imaging for example, problems such as optimal design of the
backlight dimming algorithm [89] as well as of tone mapping operators that can
display a high dynamic range image on a regular display [191] are still under investigation. Furthermore, to drive the optimization of such immersive technologies,
it is essential to (1) properly understand the impact of an enhanced dimension on
the eventual QoE and (2) assess whether such attribute enhancement modifies the
impact of other attributes on QoE. In the following, we attempt at exemplifying
why these two points are crucial for QoE optimization, by looking at that technology among the aforementioned ones that was most thoroughly studied in the last
decade, i.e., stereoscopic displays.
Although introduced halfway the twentieth century, 3D displays became accessible to the general public within the last decade. Initially based on anaglyph projectors in movie theatres, stereoscopic display technology underwent major optimization efforts to finally enter consumers’ living rooms. Initially, optimization was
again driven by the concept of ”image quality”, of which a large body of knowledge was already available from 2D displays. Soon enough, it became clear that
this concept was insufficient to properly quantify user satisfaction with respect to
the overall experience provided by 3D displays. When asked to assess image/video
quality of a stereoscopic display, users limited their judgment to the annoyance of
the impairments introduced by the technology, not valuing the experience created
by the stereoscopic depth [155, 95, 92, 163]. Seuntins [155] showed, for example,
how image quality scores decreased due to visible impairments as a consequence
of compression similarly in 2D and 3D displays. A similar effect was found for
blur, even for different camera-base distances [95]. Kuijsters [92] also showed that
increasing stereoscopic depth in images of various levels of colourfulness didn’t
affect or slightly reduced the perceived image quality (as shown in Figure 4).
At no point in the abovementioned results users judged instead the (added) value
of the increased depth on the experience. Hence, to allow manufacturers to optimize,
and where needed balance, the full experience of stereoscopic content, a higher
level concept was needed. The concepts of naturalness, already introduced in the
FUN model described in Section 3 [149], as well as that of ”viewing experience”
[157] were investigated to cover the user’s perceptual and cognitive experience of
stereoscopic displays. Based on the series of experiments described above, a higher
level evaluation criterion EC was defined and modelled as a combination of image
quality IQ and perceived depth D, i.e.,:
EC = α × IQ + β × D

(2)

When using naturalness as EC, it was found to incorporate depth information for
about 25% (while 75% of the judgment still depended on image quality), assessment
of viewing experience consisted instead for about 82% out of image quality and for
about 18% out of stereoscopic depth [95].
The importance of naturalness as an evaluation criterion for stereoscopic displays is in line with results from applying the IBQ method to stereoscopic content
assessments. Hkkinen [59] showed that for many viewers stereoscopy changed the
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Fig. 4 Illustration of the effect of impairments (chroma multiplication) and stereoscopic depth on
image quality scores for chroma affected images [92]. The different lines indicate mean scores for
2D content (solid line), and 3D content with a disparity of 1 mm (3D1), 2 mm (3D2), 3 mm (3D3)
and 4 mm (3D4), respectively.

life-likeness of the content, although in some cases stereoscopy also introduced artificiality or ”unrealness”, depending on the specific content. Partly based on all these
findings, the ITU [137] defined a new recommendation for the subjective evaluation
of 3D-TV systems, prescribing that viewers should score three factors separately,
i.e., picture quality, perceived depth and visual comfort.
Immersive viewing technologies are these days evolving even beyond the display.
Virtual and Augmented Reality technologies, for example, are currently used for a
multitude of applications, ranging from Mental Health Computing [168] to Google
Glasses [7], and an understanding of QoE with respect to those highly immersive
contexts has to be achieved. Immersive experiences are also evolving by incorporating other types of technologies, traditionally uncorrelated to multimedia delivery.
Starting with the Philips Ambilight TV for example, LED lights were incorporated
in the TV display to increase the field of view and to give therefore viewers a more
cinematic experience, also reducing the eye fatigue. As for stereoscopic displays,
image quality was found to relate only to visual impairment, neglecting the added
value of the light effect. The term viewing experience, on the contrary, was proven
to cover both image quality and the added value of Ambilight, also in combination
with increased depth (i.e., when mounted on stereoscopic displays) [156].
It is reasonable to expect that viewing experience will even further extend beyond
the display in the future. Solid State Lighting (SSL) technology, for example, is
already being used to embed low-resolution ”displays” in our whole environment.
Because of their fast-switching and spectrally tuneable characteristics, LEDs can
be spatially distributed and embedded in (semi)-transparent materials: this allows
designers to present information on walls, floors and/or ceilings around us. Although
still used mainly towards functional purposes, we can foresee for the near future
that such technology will provide enhanced entertainment experiences, based on the
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creation of (affective) atmospheres through the combination of visual content, sound
and lighting. Ideas to use atmospheric light in combination with video or games
(via scripting) or with music (e.g. by associating colors to terms from the lyrics) are
indeed emerging. Nevertheless, assessment of the full experience of these systems
will require - most probably - a new higher level concept, overarching aspects of
image quality, sound quality and light experience [172].

5.2 Beyond perception: the role of aesthetics and emotion in QoE
appreciation
A second important evolution in subjective QoE assessment is the inclusion of affective evaluations within QoE measurements. As mentioned in Sections 3 and 4,
the affective state of the user (i.e., his/her mood or specific emotional state) may
impact the way a viewing experience is appreciated [180]. In turn, the potential for
the viewing experience to impact on the affective state of the user (e.g., increase
the arousal of the emotion as well as improve its valence) should be considered
in QoE assessment paradigms. Efforts in this direction are currently growing (e.g.
[148, 135, 181]), also reaching out to the affective computing community. Nevertheless, major challenges are ahead. First, appropriate methodologies to measure
the affective impact of media in relation to QoE have yet to be determined. Both
self-reporting instruments such as the Self-Assessment Manikin [96] or the Affect
Button [15], and more ”objective” tools such as physiological measurements (e.g.,
EEG or skin conductance) are being evaluated at the moment. Existing results are
however scattered and more structured efforts are needed to identify a pool of affective measurements that can complement existing standards [138, 73, 137, 82]
for subjective QoE measurement. A second important challenge lays in the need to
decouple, within the QoE judgment, the effect of affective states pre-existing the visual experience from that of the emotional state induced by the viewing experience
itself. The ability of the media to induce emotion, creating an empathic experience
with the video content, may be positively taken into account in user QoE judgments.
A valuable tool to this end would be to use stimuli of which the emotional impact
on the user can be controlled (e.g., IAPS emotional slides, or standardized excerpts
from movies with the potential to induce specific mood states [97, 55]). They could
be used to induce specific moods prior to the visual experience, to investigate the
impact of pre-existing mood on QoE judgments; also, they could constitute test
stimuli for the viewing experience, to allow an understanding of how induced emotional states alter QoE. Nevertheless, mood induction practices have to be carefully
designed in order to carry out experiments that are still ethically acceptable.
At the same time, it is interesting to research which properties of the image have
the potential to impact the affective state of the user, along with information on the
changes in arousal and valence of this affective shift. Color, for example, is well
known for having an impact on people’s mood, both from a psychological and a
physiological point of view [169, 192]. Similarly, contrast or content arrangement
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of an image may generate changes in the mood state. Understanding and quantifying
the relationship between physical properties of the image, their perception and their
impact on the user affective state is therefore a key challenge for upcoming QoE
research.
Some work in this sense has been carried out within the scope of understanding
the aesthetic appeal of media. Aesthetic appreciation is generally recognized to be
related to both perceptual and affective mechanisms, and it has been for long studied independently from the concept of Quality of the Visual Experience. Mastered
for a long time by artists and then also addressed by psychologists [11], lately it
has started to attract the attention of the media engineering community. Predicting
the aesthetic appeal of images has become interesting especially towards improving
information retrieval, computer graphics and automatic management of image collections [77]. As a consequence, studies have been carried out first to identify image
and user attributes impacting on aesthetic appeal and then to model them. Perceptual
image features (as per [51], see Section 3) such as color saturation, brightness and
amount of details (i.e., texture and visual crowding) were found to contribute to the
final aesthetic quality judgment [27, 109, 76]. In particular, the deployment of visual
attention has been shown to be related to image clutter [20], in turn negatively correlated with image aesthetic appeal scores [146]. The same study showed that visual
importance [176] is to some extent predictive of compliance of the image to photographical compositional rules, which in turn has a beneficial effect on aesthetic
appeal. Impairment generated by specific media configuration (System Influence
Factors, see Section 4.1), such as blockiness [145] have been shown to negatively
affect aesthetic appeal. Similarly, user Influence Factors such as experience, cognitive bias, and personal opinions and memories [132] have been found to strongly
condition the appreciation of the aesthetic experience. Correlation between aesthetic
ratings and familiarity with the image subject has been reported in [110], and content recognizability (i.e., the level of abstraction of the content) has been shown to
have an influence on aesthetic appeal in works of art [98].
Interestingly, very little work has been carried out in trying to link the aesthetic
appeal of an image to the overall Quality of the visual Experience. Nevertheless,
initial evidence exists that the aesthetic appeal of an image does influence not only
QoE, but also the judgment in terms of annoyance of impairments presented in the
image itself [144]. In this study, Redi asked a pool of participants to judge ”integrity” (namely, the traditional, impairment-related concept of visual quality) of a
set of images, including (i) a group of pristine images and (ii) a group of images
derived by those in group (i) by applying JPEG compression to them. As a result,
the images in this second group presented the same content as those in the first
one, but affected by visible compression artifacts. The pristine images of group (i)
had already been evaluated in terms of aesthetic appeal in a separate study [145].
Redi correlated then the integrity scores of both groups of images with the aesthetic appeal scores of the pristine ones. It was found that the integrity judgments
of the pristine images (group i) were influenced by the level of aesthetic appeal of
the image, and that the two quantities were negatively correlated (see Figure 5.a).
Conversely, when impairments were present (group ii, figure ??.b) integrity judg-
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Fig. 5 Relationship between aesthetic appeal and image integrity [144, 145, 146]: dependency of
integrity scores of pristine images on the aesthetic appeal level as assigned in experiment [145]
(a) and in experiment [146] (c); dependency of integrity scores of impaired (JPEG-compressed)
images on the aesthetic appeal level as assigned in experiment [145] (b) and in experiment [146]
(d).

ments increased as the aesthetic appeal increased. It should be mentioned that, in
instructing the participants to score aesthetic appeal, the concept of integrity was
also explicitly mentioned, and distinguished from aesthetic appeal. This may have
primed participants in (unconsciously) taking into account integrity in their aesthetic
appeal judgments, partially explaining the results found in [144]. To check this, we
repeated the analysis performed in [144], but by using a different set of aesthetic appeal scores, obtained from study [146]. There, participants were again asked to score
aesthetic appeal, but now without reference to image integrity. The consistency in
aesthetic appeal scores between experiments [145] and [146] turned out to be 0.68.
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Although still acceptable in terms of predictive power of one set of scores for the
other, this number is far from correlations typically found across experiments for
e.g. impairment annoyance scores (typically, ∼ 0.9). There are several possible reasons for this discrepancy: (1) the highly personal component of the aesthetic appeal
judgment (since different participants were used in both experiments), (2) the difference in experimental protocol or (3) range effects (since only a subset of the images
of the first experiment were used in the second) [149]. Despite these possible deviations, also the results of the second experiment showed that the aesthetic appeal
level had an impact on integrity [144] for both the pristine and impaired images.
Pristine images that were highly aesthetically appealing were scored significantly
lower in integrity than the others (Figure 5.c), whereas impaired images with a low
aesthetic appeal were scored significantly lower than the others (figure 5.d), confirming the trend identified in Figure 5.b. This consistency points out how aesthetic
appeal plays a role in QoE and in tolerance to impairment; as a result, including
aesthetic appeal information in QoE metrics may help in improving their accuracy
and QoE optimization thereafter.

5.3 Beyond lab-based studies: methodological shifts for reliable
QoE quantification
Research on Quality of Experience has relied for long (and now more than ever)
on determining user preferences with respect to the sensitivity to visual impairment
through subjective studies. The main goal of subjective testing is to sort stimuli (i.e.,
media) according to their perceived properties or attributes [40] on a given scale.
Multiple psychometric methodologies have been developed with this purpose,
and adapted for the measurement of QoE in standardized conditions [138, 73, 137,
82], and choosing the most appropriate one for a test is far from trivial. In discriminating among methodologies, Engeldrum [40] suggests to take into account aspects
such as the confusion level within the set of stimuli and the effort required to the participant to complete his/her task. The confusion level is determined by how closely
the test stimuli are spaced in quality. The narrower are the quality gaps among them,
the higher is the probability of inducing confusion (disagreement, possibly inversions) in across-participants judgments. Methods able to accurately measure the
quality of stimuli with high confusion (e.g., paired comparison) are typically unable to measure large quality gaps. The effort required to participants to complete
their task depends on the number of judgments needed per stimulus, and hence it
is related to the number of stimuli involved. Methods requiring a high number of
judgments per stimulus are not suitable for experiments involving large datasets, as
they could be prone to fatigue and learning errors. Other desirable properties of the
methods, depending on the goal of the experiments, may be the minimization of
inter-participant variability [62] or the robustness to range effects [32] (e.g. in case
results of multiple, separate experiments need to be merged into a single set of data
[141]).
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Psychometric Methods for QoE Measurement
The Paired Comparison (PC) method [28, 166] is a classic psychometric technique
that allows measuring distances among stimuli in terms of Just Noticeable Differences (JNDs) [40]. The experimental procedure consists of asking subjects to compare each stimulus with all other stimuli in the set. As a result, even small differences
between the stimuli can be detected. On the other hand, the judgment effort grows
as the square of the number of stimuli, hence this number must be limited. Moreover, in analyzing the results, complications may arise due to the ”zero and one
problem” [116], or inconsistencies in the selected model [52]. Lately, the QoE has
shown growing interest around PC, [102, 186, 187], and methods have been developed for establishing confidence intervals to the quality scores provided by the PC
tests [186]. The Double Stimulus Impairment Scaling (DSIS) methodology [138]
is also often chosen for the assessment of visual impairments. DSIS judgments are
expressed on an interval scale (typically, a five-point categorical scale, ACR), as a
(conscious) comparison of each impaired stimulus with its undistorted version. Being a double stimulus method (i.e., reference and test stimuli are both shown during
the judgment), the DSIS requires a moderate effort per judgment, but still allows the
assessment of large datasets. A possible drawback of the method may be the categorical scale used for the assessment: the boundaries among categories (e.g. ”good”
and ”fair”) are blurred an depend on the participant; this may result in low interparticipant agreement [81, 40]. The ACR scale is however to date the most used
method for scaling stimuli, also in a Single Stimulus setting (i.e., without an explicit
reference to be presented to the participant) [141]. Both DSIS and Single Stimulus
scaling can be performed also with numerical scales, both discrete or continuous
[138, 68]. In all these cases, The results of the tests are reported in terms of average score per stimulus (Mean Opinion Scores), expressed in the scale used for the
experiment. These scores reflect human preference, though do not have a precise
psychophysical meaning. Indeed, the obtained scores may vary with the definition
of the scale [40], as well as with the quality range spanned by the stimuli (range
effects, [32]). This suggests that comparing results of different experiments may be
problematic, possibly inducing inconsistencies when merging these data in a single,
larger dataset.
Among classic scaling methodologies, The Quality Ruler (QR) method deserves
a mention, as an middle-ground alternative between the direct scaling methodologies (DSIS, Single Stimulus) and PC. The QR method was first described by Keelan
in [81], and subsequently adopted as an international ISO standard for psychometric
experiments for image quality estimation [82]. The core idea of the QR method is to
provide the participant with a set of reference images, anchored along a calibrated
quality scale, to compare a test image with. The task of the participant is to find the
reference image closest in quality to the test image by visual matching. Reference
images (1) depict a single scene and vary in only one perceptual attribute (i.e., blur,
blockiness, color saturation); (2) are closely spaced in quality, but altogether span
a wide range of quality. They are presented in a way that easily allows detection of
the quality difference between them, and their close spacing in quality should allow
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the participant to score with higher confidence, decreasing the risk of inversions and
range effects. In practice, participants perform several comparisons reference-test
stimuli to complete a single assessment, until they find the reference stimulus that
matches the quality of the test one. The advantage of this procedure is that, as long
as the referencer stimuli are kept the same, subjective scores obtained from a quality
ruler experiment always refer to the ruler scale, and not to the quality range spanned
by the test stimuli. This minimizes range effects. Furthermore, it has been shown
that the visual matching procedure reduces inter-participant variability [141]. Unfortunately, this method has been successfully implemented for images [82, 141],
but it is of hard applicability for video QoE assessment.

Subjective testing outside the Lab
To obtain reliable results, psychometric experiments have usually been performed
in highly controlled, standardized environments [138, 73, 137, 82], typically within
laboratory facilities. This allowed to control for lighting and viewing position, minimizing the effect of environmental contextual factors (see Section 4.3) and making
visibility conditions homogeneous across participants.
The evolution of multimedia technology calls now for a shift in the traditional
lab-based study paradigm. Since the advent of mobile technology (smartphones and
tablets) and internet-based video delivery, the visual experience is now consumed
in very different environments, and should be studied within realistic usage conditions to be properly optimized [161, 152]. Furthermore, with the acceptance of the
more encompassing definition of QoE presented in Section ??, where personal differences are taken into account and need to be understood, more attention should
be given to the demographic composition of the pool of participants used in the
subjective studies. This pool should be indeed as representative as possible of existing differences in terms of user Influencing Factors (Section 4.1). Recruiting such a
diverse pool of participants may prove difficult, and the eventual amount of individuals to be involved in the study may explode, thus making a lab-based experiment
unfeasible in terms of time consumption and cost. In this scenario, interest in using
Crowdsourcing [66] for subjective tests of QoE has grown significantly [65]. Crowdsourcing was originally conceived to outsource small and repetitive tasks (so-called
microtasks) to a multitude of people (so-called microworkers) who, online and for
a small compensation, could perform these tasks in a time- and cost-effective way.
Platforms such as Microworkers, Amazon Mechanical Turk and CrowdFlower were
created to facilitate the recruitment of microworkers, and soon enough it became
clear that Crowdsourcing had an enormous potential for the performance of Human
Intelligence Tasks (e.g., image labeling) in Multimedia research [36]. As a result,
it became of interest for subjective QoE assessment as well. Compared to traditional subjective QoE assessment in a controlled lab environment, which is timeconsuming and high-cost, Crowdsourcing tasks can be accomplished within a few
minutes and do not require a long-term employment of the participants. More importantly, Crowdsourcing gives the opportunity to collect data from populations with
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very diverse demographics, enabling therefore the investigation of User Influencing
Factors in QoE judgments [65, 170].
Nevertheless, Crowdsourcing still has some challenges ahead. Besides the reliability issues related to payment scheme, worker selection and ease of sloppiness in
carrying out the experimental task, which are extensively discussed in [65], there are
a few other points that should be made. First, Crowdsourcing tasks should be fairly
short (up to 10 minutes) to avoid boredom and unreliable behavior. Traditional QoE
tests typically involve tens or hundreds of stimuli, requiring participants to score
for much longer timespans (typically between 30 minutes and one hour). Thus, to
collect QoE scores for a large set of stimuli, experimenters usually have to decompose the scoring task in a set of smaller tasks (i.e., campaigns), each one including
a sub-set of the stimuli. Although it is common practice to merge all QoE scores
from different campaigns as if they were expressed on the same QoE scale, this may
be a dangerous practice. Range as well as environmental effects [149] may occur,
making the merging meaningless. A possible solution to this is to select a number
of stimuli to be scored in all campaigns [147]. If carefully chosen (e.g. some with
excellent quality, others with very low quality) these stimuli can function as anchors for the scoring scale, limiting range effects; furthermore, they can be used for
realignment purposes.
It should also be considered that, by dividing the traditional design over many
people, we intrinsically generate mixed-subjects designs. So, it may be the case that
the measurements themselves loose in accuracy, because one cannot fully exploit
within-subjects variance. An interesting solution to that has been recently proposed
in [187, 188], which involves randomized paired comparison [38] to accommodate
incomplete and imbalanced data. Paired Comparison has been found to be an effective methodology for measuring QoE via crowdsourcing, due to the simplicity of
the task [102] and the availability of tools for the analysis of incomplete preference
matrices. Furthermore, it has been shown to be a suitable methodology for embedding worker reliability checks [102, 22, 189]. This property is especially desirable
for crowdsourcing, given that the trustworthiness of workers is often doubtful and
that, due to the lack of supervision, workers responses may be inaccurate or erroneous (see also [65]). On the other hand, for scaling large sets of stimuli (in the order
of hundreds), the applicability of paired comparison is still limited, as the number
of pairs to be judged may be intractable also for such a far-outreaching methodology. Finally, although this may be partially compensated by the larger demographic
spread, it should be considered that at the present stage Crowdsourcing attracts only
a subset of the population, leaving out, e.g., elderly people (who, for the time being,
cannot master the technology).

6 Conclusion
Although subjective assessment of Quality of Experience has been investigated for
over 50 years, this field is in continuous expansion. In this chapter we documented
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the evolution of the impairment-sensitivity centric understanding of QoE to a more
encompassing one, which takes into account both attributes of the experience as well
as external influencing factors that modulate the user appreciation for a specific delivered media. In a world where media fruition is tightly related to social networks
and social media, as well as to immersive but also mobile viewing systems, the user
cannot be considered as a simple, passive observer anymore. Users are active agents
which interact with the system, e.g., selecting the content and/or the modality with
which they desire the media to be delivered. As a result, and as we documented in
this chapter, elements such as visual semantics, user personality, preferences and
intent, social and environmental context of media fruition also concur to the final
experience assessment. While (theoretical) models of QoE appreciation exist that
take these elements into account, in practice little is known, still, on how attributes
of the experience combine into a final QoE judgment and how external factors influence this combination. Similarly, light still needs to be shed on the cognitive and
affective processes that underlie viewing experience appreciation. Subjective quality assessment is therefore now more than ever a core element in pushing forward
the research on QoE optimization. Empirical studies are needed to unveil and thoroughly understand the mechanisms underlying the interplay between attributes and
influencing factors of viewing experiences, and existing as well as new methodologies will have to be deployed towards that goal. Methods designed for studying
affect, human-machine interaction, as well as human cognitive processing will have
to be adopted by the QoE community and integrated with existing subjective quality measurement tools to properly quantify viewing experiences in their context of
usage. Moreover, these methods will have to be adapted to be deployed in large
scale experiments that reach out to big amounts of users world-wide, by means of
web-based technologies such as crowdsourcing. A different type of adaptation will
also be necessary to perform subjective studies in less controllable but more realistic
contexts of usage. Data analysis techniques will also have to be upgraded to allow
the merging of heterogeneous data derived from lab-, real world- and web-based
studies. Content metadata as well as user/context information retrievable in internet
(e.g. social media profiles, or textual comments to media material) will also provide
useful information to better understanding of user preferences. Finally, appropriate
modeling tools will have to be deployed to construct, based on the abovementioned
information, an accurate, encompassing model of Quality of Viewing Experience
appreciation that could steer a better delivery of the richness of digital multimedia
content that is available nowadays
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